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The first coupled ocean/ 
atmosphere model with 
idealized continents was 
run at the GDFL: results 
published in JAS in 1969.  
 
5o x 5o  Horizontal grid:       
9 levels in atm, 5 in ocean.   
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Washington and 
Meehl (1989).  
 
Atm  4.5ox7.5ox9  
Ocn  5ox5ox4 levels 
 
In the control run, 
the global-average 
SST is reducing at a 
rate of  0.02oC/year.  
 
If maintained, this 
means a 2oC SST 
fall in 100 year run. 



Flux%Correc+ons%or%Adjustments%

•  Atmosphere%component%run%with%SST%obs.%%

•  Ocean%component%run%with%observed%wind%
stress%and%atmosphere%surface%variables.%%

•  Fluxes%of%heat%and%fresh%water%in%these%runs%
subtracted%to%form%the%flux%correc+ons.%%

•  Or%coupled%run%with%very%strong%relaxa+on%
back%to%observed%SST%and%surface%salinity.%%

•  These%correc+ons%are%totally%unphysical.%%



Sausen et 
al. (1988).  
 
Ocean  
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x 5 levels  
 
Diagnostic 
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Surface%current%speed%in%cm/s%for%October%

Simulated"Surface"Currents"Around"Antarc8ca"
0.1%degree%Simula+on%1%degree%Simula+on%



The"GM"(1990)"Parameteriza8on"
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Assumes that eddies advect temperature and 
salinity and diffuse them along constant density 
surfaces.  The advection represents the effects 
of unresolved baroclinic instability, because it 
ensures a global sink of mean potential energy.  





Original GM 
implementation 
in a very low 
resolution       
4o x 3o x 20 
levels global 
ocean model;  
 
Danabasoglu 
et al. (1993).  



Deep Water Formation  4˚× 3˚ 

Horizontal Mixing GM 1990 

Danabasoglu et al. (1993). 



CSM 1 was the first climate model to produce a 
non-drifting control run without “flux corrections” 



Components added to CCSM to make  
it into an Earth System Model  (CESM) 

•  Carbon cycle components in the land, ocean & atm.  
 
•  A component that uses predictive chemistry.  

•  A whole atmosphere version of the atm (WACCM)    
that reaches up into the stratosphere and beyond.  

•  A land ice component that models the Greenland       
ice sheet, and will model the Antarctic ice sheet.     

 



CO2%in%20
th%Century%Experiments%

Modeled%increase%of%CO2%
over%1850N2005%too%large:%
%
Observa+ons:%%%%%%%94%ppmv%
%
Prognos+c%CO2:%%114%ppmv%%
%
Diagnos+c%CO2:%%125%ppmv%%

Lindsay%et%al.%(2013)%



20th%Century%CO2%Sinks%from%Atmosphere%

Land%Uptake% Ocean%Uptake%

Lindsay%et%al.%(2013)%



A community ice sheet model in CESM 

 
 

CESM1 includes Glimmer, the Community Ice Sheet Model  &  
a new surface mass balance scheme for ice sheets in CLM. 

Left: Greenland SMB: CLM on 1o grid forced by CAM output, 
downscaled to 10 km   Right: Greenland SMB from a high-
resolution regional climate model (Ettema et al. 2009)."

Red = net 
accumulation  
 
Blue = net 
ablation 



Greenland ice sheet discharge and sea level rise 
over the 20th Century and 21st Century (RCP8.5)  

c)  Actual sea level rise (orange):  Rise is 58mm over 2005 – 2100.  
Rise due to change in surface mass balance (blue):  Fall due to 
change in Greenland ice dynamics (pink).    Lipscomb et al. (2013). 



Climate%Sensi+vites%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Equilibrium%
•  GloballyNaveraged%surface%

temperature%increase%due%
to%a%doubling%of%CO2.%%

•  Calculated%using%a%slab%
upper%ocean%model,%so%the%
integra+on%comes%into%
equilibrium%in%about%30%yrs.%%

•  CCSM4%%NN%%3.20oC%%

•  CESM1%%NN%%%4.10oC%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Transient%
•  Global%surface%temperature%

increase%at%doubling%of%CO2%
in%a%run%where%it%increases%
at%1%%per%year:%Average%
over%years%60%NN%80.%%

•  Calculated%using%the%full%
depth%ocean%component.%%

•  CCSM4%%NN%%1.73oC%%

•  CESM1%%%NN%%2.33oC%%

CESM1 includes secondary effects due to aerosols 





 Decadal Forecasts with the 
CESM��

•  Fully-coupled CESM1 simulations initialized from historical 
ocean and sea ice states for Jan 1st of 1961, 1966, ..., 2006 �

•  Ocean & sea ice initial conditions from an ocean/sea-ice 
simulation of 1948-2007 forced by atmospheric 
observations.�

•  Full-field initialization (with bias correction) �

•  10-member ensembles for each of 10 start dates�

•  Case study of the mid-1990s warming in the subpolar 
gyre of the North Atlantic Ocean. �
�
�



strong advective and diffusive heating of the SPG box
(Fig. 3a). The weak NAO in the winter of 1996 coincided
with an extreme, positive heat content tendency in the
SPG because the surface cooling was suddenly in-
sufficient to match the strong advective heating that had
been established over the preceding decades. Thus, both
surface and advective heat fluxes played crucial roles in the
SPGwarming, but the abruptness and timing of the regime
shift is attributable to the sudden change in atmospheric
state.
The upward trend in ADV from the mid-1970s to the

mid-1990s was primarily due to a pronounced increase in
heat flux through the south face of the SPGbox (Fig. 3c).
A decomposition of CORE-IA mean northward heat
transport into gyre and overturning components (see for
example Eden and Willebrand 2001; Johns et al. 2011)
indicates that, at the southern edge of the box (508N),
the gyre component accounts on average for about 83%
of the meridional transport of heat across that latitude
(0.55 PW of the the 1961–2007 mean net heat transport
of 0.66 PW). Therefore, the trend in heat advection
through the south face of the SPG box (Fig. 3c) is a di-
rect reflection of the trend in the strength of the subpolar
gyre circulation (Fig. 2e). However, at 458N the over-
turning component accounts for about 60%, and at 408N
more than 100%, of roughly the same net meridional heat
transport. The boundary between the gyres at latitudes of
408–508N is a transition zone between the overturning-
dominated heat transport in the subtropics and the gyre-
dominated heat transport at subpolar latitudes, and these
clearly covary on long time scales (Fig. 2e). These decadal
variations are primarily driven by NAO-related buoy-
ancy forcing (Robson et al. 2012).
While most of the trend in net ADV was due to

changes in the mean (MEAN), that is, resolved, circu-
lation (Fig. 3b), subgrid-scale (SGS) eddy heat fluxes
also contributed to the nearly steady increase in ADV
heating. The periods of intense NAO1 in the early
1980s and 1990s were followed by surges of SGS heat
flux into the SPG region while the MEAN heat flux ac-
tually dropped.We speculate that the decrease inMEAN
advective heating during these periods is associated with
anomalously southward Ekman transports due to strong
westerly winds and that the rise in the eddy heat transport
is explained by parameterizations acting to flatten the
steeper isopycnal slopes associated with the enhanced
heat content dipole.
While the CORE-IA shows a notable surge in north-

ward heat transport following the NAO1 to NAO2
switch, which contributed to the elevated ADV and
TEND (see curve S in Fig. 3c), this flux reached a maxi-
mum about a year after TEND reached a maximum in
early 1996 and it was largely compensated by increased

heat advection out of the north, east, and bottom faces of
the box. Thus, the dramatic rise in SPG temperature in
early 1996 in the CORE-IA simulation cannot be at-
tributed primarily to a surge in oceanic heat transport
convergence, as Robson et al. (2012) conclude from their
budget analysis. Rather, the CORE-IA heat budget in-
dicates a complex evolution of the various forcing terms
that resulted in elevated net advective heating of the SPG
region throughout the 1990s; the surge in heat content
tendency in 1996 is best understood as the loss of balance
between strong ADV heating and SFLX cooling when
NAO weakened suddenly.

5. Decadal prediction results

The raw time series of ensemble-mean SPG heat con-
tent from the prediction experiments are dominated by
very large and unrealistic cooling trends in the first de-
cade of integration (Fig. 4a). However, after drift cor-
rection, the ensemble-mean heat content time series
show a remarkable correspondence with the CORE-IA
time series (regarded here as the truth) in the SPG region
(Fig. 4b).We focus exclusively hereafter on bias-corrected
results. Taken as a whole, the DP runs reproduce the

FIG. 4. Annual mean 275-m heat content anomaly (8C) in the
SPG box for (a) CORE-IA (thick solid black), the 20C 6-member
ensemble mean (thin dashed black), and the raw DP 10-member
ensemble means (gray curves, alternating shades for clarity) and
(b) CORE-IA and the bias-corrected DP ensemble means (note
change in scale). Large circles indicate the first-year (t5 1) average
of each DP ensemble. The CORE-IA and 20C anomalies are
computed relative to climatologies over the reference periods
1961–2007 and 1961–2005, respectively; DP anomalies are com-
puted relative to the CORE-IA climatology.
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subsurface observations, and only a weak restoring of
model surface salinity to observed climatology is em-
ployed. The CORE forcing dataset, which has been
adopted by the CLIVAR Working Group on Ocean
Model Development for model intercomparisons, im-
parts realistic surface variability on a range of relevant
time scales (Large and Yeager 2004; Large and Yeager
2009), and the resulting simulated upper-ocean vari-
ability shows good agreement with a variety of in situ
observations (e.g., North Atlantic upper-ocean heat con-
tent in Fig. 1). The 240-yr CORE-IA integration is spun up
through four consecutive 60-yr cycles of 1948–2007 forcing.
The ocean and sea ice models in DP experiments are

initialized with 1 January restart files for a particular year
from the last (fourth) cycle of the CORE-IA simulation.
No attempt is made to initialize the atmosphere and land
models to historical states. Instead, the initial conditions for
these component models are taken from corresponding

years of a six-member ensemble of twentieth-century
(20C) runs. Specifically, the 10-member DP ensembles
are generated by randomly selecting atmosphere and
land initial conditions from different 20C runs and/or
from different days in the month of January. The reader
is referred to Gent et al. (2011) andMeehl et al. (2012)
for complete descriptions of the CCSM4 twentieth- and
twenty-first-century control simulations and forcing de-
tails. We refer to all coupled experiments initialized from
CORE-IA, whether of past or future time periods, as
decadal prediction experiments.
The DP experiments differ from 20C runs (and their

future scenario extensions) in terms of initialization
procedure and length of integration but are otherwise
subject to the same external forcings of solar irradiance,
greenhouse gases, aerosols, and volcanic activity. The
forcings used are identical to those used in 20C experi-
ments through 2005, and thereafter, the RCP 4.5 future

FIG. 1. Pentadal-mean heat content anomalies expressed as the 275-m depth-averaged temperature anomaly relative to 1957–90 cli-
matology from (a)–(d) Ishii andKimoto (2009), (e)–(h) Levitus et al. (2009), and (i)–(l) CORE-IA. The boxes in each panel demarcate the
SPG (508–108W, 508–608N) and STG (708–308W, 328–428N) regions.
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After bias correction, 
the CESM has 
significant skill in 
predicting SPG heat 
content & SST up to 
a decade in advance.   



Conclusions 

•  The first coupled climate models were run in the 
early 1970s, and used very coarse resolution.  

 
•  These models had to use flux corrections in order 

to maintain the present climate in coupled runs.  

•  The CSM1 (run in 1996) was the first to maintain 
the present ocean temperatures in a coupled run.  

•  Earth System Models have interactive components 
for the carbon cycle, and possibly others, such as 
Chemistry, high-top Atmosphere and Land Ice.     

 


